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The Most Reliable
				 Weather & Environmental Meters in the World
For more than 30 years, we’ve been improving and adding to the Nielsen-Kellerman
family of products, including our Kestrel Weather and Environmental Instruments.
On the spot and on the go, accurate measurement of critical conditions is our core
business. We know our customers rely on their Kestrel Meters and we’re committed to
never letting them down. Every Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter is developed,
built and supported by NK in Boothwyn, Pennsylvania. Controlling every detail, every
day, is the only way we know how to ensure our products work right every single time
you hit the “on” button.
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Rely on Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters

Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters
help families pack the right clothes for their Saturday hike, and mountaineering
teams monitor frigid temperatures on Everest expeditions. They provide up-to-date
environmental conditions relating to animal activity, drag race engine performance,
fire behavior and paint drying. Kestrel Weather Meters have become an essential tool
in literally hundreds of industries and activities where environmental conditions play
a major role.
Standard Kestrel Meters measure every common environmental parameter and meet
the demands of users who need quick and accurate current readings. Our advanced
4000 series meters add data logging, graphical display and more calculated
measurements. Our specialty Kestrel Meters address specific markets, incorporating
job-specific measurements and features that professionals have requested. Kestrel’s
accuracy and rugged reliability, combined with our ability to respond to our
customers’ requests, means professionals rely on Kestrel to not only get the job done,
but to get the job done safely and more easily.
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ATHLETICS

preferred kestrel models

Preventing exertional heat stress in athletics has become an important responsibility of many
athletic trainers, coaches and other sports-related health-care providers who rely on Kestrel Weather
& Environmental Meters. At every athletic endeavor, from little league through professional sports,
lives may depend on the accurate measurement of environmental conditions such as temperature,
relative humidity, heat stress index, wet bulb temperature , wet bulb globe temperature (WBGT )
and several other environmental parameters.
COACHING, ATHLETIC TRAINING, SPORTS MEDICINE
To prevent athletes from suffering exertional heat stress, athletic trainers, coaches and sports medicine
professionals can look to a Kestrel Meter for real-time and accurate weather data. Monitoring and recording
these outdoor conditions are crucial steps when ensuring heat safety for athletes practicing or playing
outdoors. Using a Kestrel 4400 Heat Stress Tracker, athletic trainers and coaches can record data during
practices and games throughout the season. With 2300 storage points, users can wirelessly transfer the
information captured to their PC or Android™ phone for future reference via the Bluetooth® wireless data
option in the Kestrel series.
In addition, users can set customizable WBGT warning screens on their Kestrel 4400 in accordance with
their state or school guidelines. Six thresholds are included in the software and each can be set to signal a
visual warning on the display so users can proactively monitor conditions and keep players safe.
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With its tripod mountable set-up, the Kestrel Meter provides an easy and accurate hands-free option for
gathering crucial weather data. Weighing just 4.5 ounces, the Kestrel 4400 is extremely portable and can
easily be carried in a user’s pocket or hand.

OUTDOOR EVENT ORGANIZATION
Weather is such an important factor when coordinating an outdoor event. The management and
prevention of heat illness are necessary when planning a safe and successful walk or race. A Kestrel Weather
& Environmental Meter is a portable weather station that can provide accurate readings of the current
conditions to aid the organizer in making informed, data-based decisions regarding an event.
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*WBGT is only available in Kestrel 4400/4600 Heat Stress Trackers.

NK and the Korey Stringer Institute (KSI)
have formed a partnership to educate
the public about the importance
of preventing heat stress in sport.
KSI’s mission is to provide first-rate
information, resources, assistance and
advocacy for the prevention of sudden
death in sport, especially as it relates to
exertional heat stroke.

ATHLETICS
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Construction & HVAC
Construction and building trades require skill, knowledge and experience to deliver solid results. Weather can negatively
affect even the best laid work plans. Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters allow you to account for environmental
conditions that cost you time, money and labor.
Crane Operations

Strong winds impose additional loads on mobile cranes and affect
stability. Exceeding the manufacturers’ stated wind speed limits can result
in damage to the crane, or worse, surrounding structures and workers. In
cold conditions, the Kestrel Meter gives the vital temperature and wind
chill data needed to assess shock loading, crane hydraulics and derating
of the crane as well as the safety of the personnel working in the cold
conditions.

Concrete Placement

Plastic shrinkage cracks occur when the surface of the concrete dries
rapidly and shrinks before it can gain sufficient tensile strength. When
ambient conditions and concrete temperatures combine to produce
conditions that create a high evaporation rate, the chances of the surface
drying prematurely and shrinkage cracks forming increases. Use a Kestrel
3000 to measure the relative humidity, ambient temperature and wind
velocity right where the concrete is being placed, then calculate the
evaporation rate using reference charts. Even better, use a Kestrel 4300
and get a direct readout of evaporation rate. Either way, taking the steps
needed to prevent plastic shrinkage cracking can save you thousands of
dollars, and your reputation.

Steel Bridge Coating & Lining

Bridges and other large steel structures are painted with coatings that
protect the integrity of the steel and prevent corrosion. It is critical to
monitor ambient temperature, relative humidity and dewpoint as well as
the surface temperature of the steel to ensure good adhesion and proper
curing. A Kestrel Meter does the job.

Scaffolding

Monitoring the wind speed and wind direction at the job site is
required by industry standards including OSHA and ANSI.
Excessive wind speeds can cause equipment and property damage, injury
and even fatality. With a Kestrel Meter, you can easily monitor and record
all relevant job site environmental conditions. For a small price, you can
avoid the high cost of a scaffolding accident on your watch. Monitoring
the wind is not just your responsibility – it’s your liability.
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Heating, Ventilation, Air
Conditioning & Refrigeration

HVAC/R system commissioning and verification can determine that a
system is working correctly, or can identify a problem area in a faulty
system. Volume air flow is a calculation based on the air velocity
and the dimensions of the flow opening, and it’s one of the most
important measurements HVAC/R professionals require. The Kestrel
4200 automatically calculates air flow in CFM, making the technician’s
job easier and faster. Because it also measures the moisture content of
the air, it is quickly becoming an essential piece of equipment for the
dehumidification and mold inspection and remediation professional 		
as well.

preferred kestrel models

Home Inspections

A large portion of any home inspection will be dedicated to examining the
heating and air conditioning systems. Quickly checking the consistency
of warm and/or cool air in each room is as easy as entering volume and
the duct size and holding a Kestrel 4200 in the air flow. The 4200 also logs
data with the press of a button, allowing home inspectors to save data and
review it back at the office when writing up their report.

Industrial Hygiene

Industrial hygiene professionals aim to monitor and protect the health
of workers and the community. Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters
enable industrial hygienists to do just that by providing accurate, reliable
information on field conditions. Kestrels are used to evaluate ventilation
in hazardous materials remediation (e.g. asbestos abatement and
mold remediation) where contractors must set up negative pressure
containments using HEPA-filtered fan units.

1000
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3000
Page 38

4200
Page 48
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4400
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4500
Page 35

OUTDOOR WORKERS

OSHA is campaigning to prevent heat illness in outdoor workers and
reports that every year thousands of workers become sick, and some
even die, working in the heat. In every instance, accurate and localized
measurement of heat stress conditions is a key component of a heat illness
prevention plan. The Kestrel 4400 Heat Stress Tracker answers this need
with on-the-spot measurement of WBGT.
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Bluetooth®
Dongle
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CONSTRUCTION & HVAC
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Viticulture

FARMING & Agriculture	
In a regulation-intensive activity, the Kestrel helps you ensure compliance. Relative humidity,
wind speed and wind direction are all critical measurements for ensuring safety and
effectiveness in farming and agriculture. Minimize waste and maximize your productivity with a
Kestrel Meter.
Spraying
The Kestrel’s accurate wind speed readings ensure safe and effective spraying during appropriate
weather conditions. Many locales have regulations specifying maximum permitted wind speed
when spraying to minimize spray drift. In hot, dry conditions, evaporation can send your expensive
chemicals uselessly into the air rather than onto your crops. Selecting an appropriate nozzle and
increasing the spray droplet size can minimize costly evaporation.

Barn Ventilation

Vineyard managers can monitor the weather right at the
individual vine. In the spring and fall, knowing the temperature
trends and dew point is critical to determining the need for frost
protection. In the summer, being able to track solar radiation
and sun exposure is key. Tracking conditions at potential vine
locations can help you develop an accurate understanding
of your property’s microclimates and select the varietals and
growing sites that will ensure success year after year.

Crop Harvesting
Keeping an eye on the current and developing environmental
conditions can help farmers determine the best time to harvest.
Whatever your crop, a Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter
makes it easy to monitor field conditions real-time to ensure
selection of the ideal conditions for maximizing your harvest
and crop quality.

Livestock Temperature
Monitoring
Heat stress can reduce productivity and even cause death
in livestock. By using a Kestrel to monitor temperature and
humidity, and referring to the heat index appropriate for their
livestock, farmers can take appropriate cooling measures in
time to prevent sickness and loss.

Golf Course Management
& Landscaping
The Kestrel is the perfect tool to get an accurate assessment
of air movement, which is vital for healthy turf in areas where
surface cooling is needed. Proper air movement reduces leaf
wetness and decreases the likelihood of fungal diseases. A
constant air movement of just 3 mph coupled with adequate
soil moisture can reduce the need for pesticide use and keep
turfs up to par.

preferred kestrel models

Proper ventilation, temperature and humidity control of livestock facilities can reduce disease
and prevent stock loss as well as improve your rate of gain and feed-conversion efficiency. Measure
the conditions that matter most – right where your stock are experiencing them.

Irrigation Audits
Inefficient irrigation systems are costly: they waste water, wash off fertilizers and lawn chemicals,
and degrade sidewalks and roads prematurely. The ultimate tool for irrigation audit monitoring is
the Kestrel 4500 together with a tripod and Kestrel vane mount. The data log is ideal for use in the
field, and wireless Bluetooth® data transfer capabilities makes log entries and report development
a snap back in the office.
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Firefighting and Hazmat
Firefighters and Hazmat professionals understand the importance of reliability and speed. Lives
depend on these crucial elements. Kestrel has earned the trust of first responders around the world
because Kestrel Meters are ready to take critical and accurate measurements FAST.
Wildland firefighting
Wildland firefighters can replace their entire belt weather kit with a Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter
smaller than their radio. Thousands of Kestrel Meters are on the job around the world every fire season
providing measurements crucial to fire behavior prediction, with industry-leading humidity accuracy.

Structural Firefighting
Safety demands accurate situational wind speed measurements BEFORE deploying ladders and aerial
equipment, and a Kestrel in the glove box is just the answer. Where a wildland fire has the potential to
threaten an urban interface, a Kestrel Meter can assist in assessing the fire weather and predicting fire
behavior.

Search & Rescue

Hazardous Materials Response
First Responders can gather the weather data they need within seconds of arriving at the scene with
no tedious setup. A Kestrel 4600 with Bluetooth® data transfer and Portable Vane Mount make up a
complete Hazmat weather kit capable of measuring all parameters required for CAMEO®/ALOHA® and
PEAC® plume modeling; as well as monitoring heat stress parameters critical to protecting heavily
clothed personel. Combining affordability with ease of use, it’s possible to equip every department
vehicle with a Kestrel response kit to enable all personnel to measure and record life-saving data
whenever and wherever they deploy.

EMT
With the accurate environmental information provided by a small, waterproof and tough Kestrel
Meter, emergency medical personnel can measure and track conditions relating to heat stress and
exposure, and issue guidelines and warnings for field personnel no matter what the conditions. Data
logging capabilities document all historical data in the field, making incident report preparation
a snap.

preferred kestrel models

The portability of a Kestrel Meter makes it ideal for measuring environmental conditions relevant
to planning safe search and rescue operations and tracking parameters relevant to the safety and
effectiveness of working dogs. Equipped with a Kestrel, rescue personnel on the ground can also provide
important density altitude and wind readings to rescue aircraft, facilitating safe operations.

Compact Tripod
Page 60
pc Interface
Page 60

Fire & Rescue Training
First Responders must train for the conditions they will encounter. A Kestrel Meter offers an affordable way
to ensure every squad can monitor and log WBGT, heat stress index, wet bulb temperature and other key
parameters to avoid heat injury or death of personnel during hot weather training.
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Hunting
When the weather changes, so does your game. As a hunter, you’re used to waiting –
a Kestrel can help you be sure you’re waiting in the right place at the right time. Barometric
pressure and wind direction readings give you the ultimate advantage on your hunt.

preferred kestrel models

Animal Behavior
The wind speed affects how well animals can hear and smell, causing them to be less active as wind speeds increase. Temperature
influences animals’ comfort, restricting their activity if it’s too cold or warm. For most game, activity levels will rise or fall along with the
barometric pressure. A Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter can track weather trends and give you current conditions to plan when
and where to hunt.

Bow Hunting
The large side surface area of an arrow makes it far more subject to wind drift than other hunting projectiles. Even 5-10 MPH of
crosswind requires wind compensation or arrow selection adjustment. The Kestrel calculates the exact crosswind with respect to a
target direction – invaluable when practicing and learning how to read the wind.

2500
Page 39

3500
Page 37

4000
Page 36

HUNTER
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Page 53

4500
Page 35

Varmint Hunting
Varmint activity is heavily influenced by wind, barometric pressure change and precipitation. As just one example, coyote activity can
be counted on to increase with rising barometric pressure after a storm front has passed. Varmint hunting also demands long-range
accuracy, requiring educated ballistics choices and skillful reading of the wind.

Bush Piloting
Especially when flying in and out of remote locations, it’s critical to know the weather. Safe operation of a small plane or helicopter
requires accurate and up-to-the-minute local readings on air density and weather conditions. The Kestrel 4500 features a crosswind and
headwind/tailwind calculator, too, making it the perfect companion for pilots landing in extreme conditions.

APPLIED BALLISTICS

pc
Interface
Page 60

Fishing
Figuring out when the fish will bite is easier when you know the weather. When pressure is rising or falling, fish activity will increase.
Use your Kestrel to measure water temperature – simply submerge the waterproof unit and hit “hold” to save the temperature. Plus it’s
durable enough to toss into your tackle box at the end of the day.

Bragging Rights & Safety
While a Kestrel can’t measure the points on your buck or record the one that got away, it can help you keep score on who has endured
the coldest day sitting in the stand. More importantly, knowing the real weather conditions helps you choose the right clothing, plan
your hydration needs and adequately prepare for your day in the field. Hunters succumb to frostbite, exposure and heat exhaustion
every year – a Kestrel can keep you from joining them.
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Military & Police Work
You fearlessly serve and protect our communities. You consider this line of work more than a job – it’s a
duty. Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters are on duty with our soldiers and police – enduring and
performing right alongside them.
Sniper Training & Operations
Crosswind strongly influences the accuracy of sharpshooting,
becoming the largest error component at long ranges. Even
medium crosswind velocities (~5 m/sec) along the flight
path of a bullet can cause 1 meter deviations at 500 meters.
Temperature, humidity and density altitude also play a part
in ballistics performance, and are incorporated into most
advanced targeting calculators. The Kestrel Shooter’s Weather
Meter w/Horus® Ballistics, with its ability to accurately measure
all of these parameters plus offer integrated aiming solutions in
one four-ounce, pocket-size package, is on the military sniper’s
“most-wanted” list of desired equipment.

Drop Zone Safety

Extreme conditions of heat and cold are a fact of military life.
Kestrel Meters accurately measure temperature, humidity, heat
stress, wet bulb temperature, WBGT and wind chill, enabling
good decision making about work/rest periods, clothing
and hydration in both training and operations. For medics,
automatic logging creates a reliable record of conditions
for future report preparation. User-settable flags allow easy
reference to command guidelines.

Thermal Imaging (FLIR) Systems
Relative humidity and ambient temperature affect the
transmissivity of the air and impact the effectiveness of forward
looking infrared cameras or thermal imaging systems. Kestrel
meters offer a lightweight, on-the-spot solution for measuring
these and other relevant conditions instantly and accurately.

preferred kestrel models

K9 Operations – Search & Rescue,
Mine Removal

Every drop zone requires close monitoring of wind speeds by
the DZSO. Featuring icon-based navigation to avoid language
confusion, personnel can be taking accurate wind direction
readings as soon as they reach the hilltop. The Kestrel 4500 adds
the option to log readings with date and time stamp for later
report preparation. Detailed ground weather reports from a
four-ounce meter- that’s effective pear.

Effective and safe K9 operations require close monitoring of
the wind speed, temperature and humidity conditions in the
area where the dogs are working. Military K9 handlers carry a
Kestrel in their pocket to enable them to know their conditions,
wherever they are working with their dogs.

Combat Weather

The Kestrel 4000 and 4500 are complete weather systems ideal
for forward basing or lake bed flight operations. Even where
CWX personnel are not available, personnel on the ground
equipped with a Kestrel Meter can provide critical landing zone
weather data.

Weather personnel in all forces have come to rely on the
Kestrel 4000 or 4500 as a primary or backup meteorological
instrument. Combat weathermen, in particular, find the Kestrel
a critical tool in forward ground combat scenarios due to its
extreme portability and virtually instant use.
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Medic Support, Personnel Heat
Stress & Exposure Monitoring in
Training & Operations

NBC & HAZMAT Response
Wind speed and direction, together with temperature,
humidity and air density, all impact the behavior and spread
of a nuclear, biological, chemical or hazardous material release.
The Kestrel 4600 and 4500, together with a lightweight Tripod
and Vane Mount, measure every parameter required for plume
prediction plus allow instant wireless data transfer to plume
modeling software.

Expeditionary Flight Operations

2500NV
Page 39

3500NV
Page 37

4000NV
Page 36

4500NV
Page 35
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Page 45
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MILITARY & POLICE WORK
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Backpacking, Camping, Climbing
and Mountaineering

Outdoor
Exploring the boundaries of nature can be exhilarating – and unpredictable.
You push yourself to the limits and need equipment that can keep up with you –
a rugged Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter is your perfect companion.
Snow Sports
Snow conditions can change by the minute. All Kestrel Meters feature an external temperature
sensor making snow temperature measurement as simple as sticking the unit right into the
snow pack. Set up a Kestrel 4500 to track conditions relating to snowmaking right where the
equipment is operating. Equip ski patrol with a Kestrel to provide condition reports from all
areas of the mountain.

Sailing and Boating
The Kestrel is ideal as an on-board weather station for both large and small craft. Use a Kestrel
1000 to assess wind speeds and sail setup, or step all the way up to the Kestrel 4500 to monitor
all weather conditions. Automatic data storage and on-screen barometric pressure trend graphs
make it easy to track developing storms. Plus every Kestrel is completely waterproof and floats.

Hang Gliding, Para-sports and Ballooning
Hang gliding, paragliding, sky diving and ballooning all are influenced heavily by one thing –
the wind. The large replaceable Kestrel impeller ensures accurate readings, and the waterproof
case and slip-on cover ensure your investment will last for years.
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If you’ve spent any time outdoors, you know that Mother
Nature can be unpredictable and the weather can change at the
drop of a hat. It’s important to monitor the weather to ensure
that you aren’t caught unprepared. Kestrel Meters are ideal for
just that – slip one in your pack and you have a weatherman
on your trip with you. Barometric pressure and dewpoint help
to predict weather trends and wind chill and heat stress index
warn of dangerous conditions for long-term exposure.

Search & Rescue and
Avalanche Control
Avalanche and search & rescue teams need to quickly and
accurately assess the conditions wherever they’re working.
A Kestrel Meter allows ground crews to report the density
altitude and ground conditions to the rescue helicopters for
safe evacuations. Working dog handlers can make use of Kestrel
Meters to monitor the wind speed, temperature and humidity
conditions and keep their dogs working safely and effectively.

Wind Surfing and Kite Boarding

Aviation
Whether you fly a private plane, small helicopter, ultralight
or glider, it’s critical to know the weather when taking off and
landing. Pilots who fly into remote locations will particularly
appreciate the Kestrel 4500 with crosswind, headwind, wind
speed, wind direction, altitude, barometric pressure and density
altitude readings.

preferred kestrel models

1000
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2500
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3500
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4500
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You need to know the wind speed right where you are wind
surfing or kite boarding. Plus, the Kestrel 2000 and higher let
you measure air and water temperature. The Kestrel plays as
hard as you do – it’s completely waterproof and floats, and has a
sturdy slip-on cover.

Paddling
Avid paddlers like to know the wind speed and water
temperature, and the Kestrel is the perfect tool. Paddle guides
love to be able to answer their clients’ questions about just how
strong that wind is they’re paddling into. Tie a 3-ounce Kestrel
onto your life vest and know the facts wherever you paddle.
Every Kestrel is compact, light and waterproof – there’s no need
to be a weather guesser.

PC Interface
Page 60

vane mount
Page 61

OUTDOOR
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Precision & Competitive
Shooting
Knowing your environmental conditions can mean the difference between a hit or a miss. The Kestrel
instantly gives you crosswind, air pressure, temperature and humidity readings – all the critical conditions
that affect the trajectory of a bullet. The Kestrel keeps you on target for your most accurate shot.
Long Range & Benchrest Shooting

Reloading & Ballistics

Use a Kestrel 4500 to measure every environmental factor that
impacts the accuracy of your shot. With its integrated digital
compass and patented impeller, the 4500 measures wind speed
and wind direction, and calculates crosswind and headwind
with respect to the target. Serious shooters don’t estimate they use Kestrel.

Whether using a full-blown ballistics software application, or
simply recording results of your own ballistics observations,
accurate recording of wind speed, temperature, pressure,
altitude and relative humidity is vitally important. Armed with
a Kestrel 4500 with Bluetooth® data transfer, you can measure
and store the environmental conditions for each shot you take.
You can also enter required parameters into PC, PDA and smart
phone ballistics calculators. Optional Bluetooth® data transfer
enables direct upload into compatible applications.

Archery
Reading and compensating for the wind is critically important
in competitive archery. The wind presses on the bow itself,
and dramatically influences the flight direction and fall rate of
the arrow. Accurate measurement of the wind during range
practice is the best way for a competitive archer to develop his/
her ability to compensate for wind in competition.

preferred kestrel models

APPLIED BALLISTICS
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Racing
You’re a weekend road warrior. All you need is your car, a track, the wind in your
hair...and a Kestrel 4250 in your hand. Now that’s a winning combo. You don’t race
at your trailer, why measure weather there? Even slight fluctuations in weather
conditions can affect your car’s performance. Let a Kestrel Weather &
Environmental Meter help you with those last minute dial-in or tuning decisions.
Minor changes in air density, water grains and density altitude can have a major effect on an
engine’s performance. The Kestrel 4250 Racing Weather & Environmental Meter arms racers with
the ability to easily measure and track these and other critical factors, such as absolute pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind speed and barometric pressure. The Kestrel also provides racers
and pit crews with the most accurate and up-to-date data available where you need it most –
at the track. It allows tuners to determine what last minute changes need to be made based on
the current local conditions, even minutes before the first lap around the track or pass down
the drag strip. Bluetooth® data transfer capabilities allow you to easily and wirelessly send track
data right to a laptop for an instant log of all race day conditions. Get that competitive edge at a
fraction of the cost of other systems on the market.

preferred kestrel model

4250
Page 47
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Research &
Technology
Gathering information, exploring ideas and cultivating knowledge is the
essence of learning. Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters are an accurate,
reliable tool to aid in studying the world around us.
Classroom Use and Education
Kestrel Meters have been in the classroom for years – they provide valuable data in life science
classrooms, and are so durable that a one-time investment provides years of use. With global
warming and increased storm activity in the media spotlight in recent years, schools are looking
for ways to educate students about the weather. Lesson plan possibilities with a Kestrel are
limitless; observe meteorological changes, monitor microclimates and manipulate and graph
imported data. Accurate enough that teachers know kids are seeing real-world numbers that
make sense, and tough enough to stand up to years of third graders; Kestrel Meters are the
perfect classroom companion.

Windmill and Wind power generation
The utilization of alternate energy sources, including residential and commercial wind turbines,
requires measuring wind data prior to installation. A Kestrel Meter is the ideal tool for affordable
and easy on-site measurements. Average wind speed is critical in determining the proper
size and placement of the turbine. Particularly in hilly or mountainous regions where statesponsored wind statistics aren’t reliable, a Kestrel Meter provides accurate measurements right
where it is employed.

Academic Research
Whether in a classroom, laboratory or in the field, the most important component of research
is accuracy. Researchers worldwide trust Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters to give
them reliable measurements for a diverse range of studies. From environmental conservation,
marine and ocean research to cave research and scientific expeditions, the Kestrel Meter makes
gathering real-time data simple. The Kestrel 4000 series with Bluetooth® data transfer makes
documenting conditions and in-depth analysis simple with instant wireless capabilities in the
field or in the lab.
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Horticulture
Horticulturists study the delicate details of plant life and
therefore require a precise, accurate tool for monitoring such
complex life systems. Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters
can be used for research in plant cultivation and breeding,
crop production, genetic engineering, plant biochemistry and
plant physiology. Environmental stresses affect the health and
behavior of plant life. Effectively monitor significant conditions
that contribute to plant quality, crop yield, and insect and
disease resistance, such as humidity, wind, dewpoint, altitude
and more.

Scientific Expeditions
Scientific expeditions often lead researchers to extreme
environments. Kestrel Weather Meters perform in the toughest
of conditions at high accuracy. Our meters have traveled with
researchers to mountaintops, remote jungles and glaciers.
Barometric pressure and dewpoint help to predict weather
trends while wind chill and heat stress index warn of dangerous
conditions for long-term exposure. The Kestrel 4000’s extensive
memory and Bluetooth® data transfer capabilities are ideal
for keeping logs or sending information back to camp. Stay
prepared, stay safe and stay on course
with a Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meter.

Paranormal Investigations
When investigating activities unseen to the naked eye, only a
Kestrel Meter can accurately detect the slightest fluctuations
in the immediate environment. Paranormal investigators are
concerned with monitoring sudden changes in conditions,
such as wind, barometric pressure and temperature. Waterproof
and extremely rugged, Kestrel Meters are as fearless of harsh
environments as the ghost hunters who use them.

preferred kestrel models
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products
Tools for Success

Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters
Know Your Conditions

Whether you need just wind speed or a whole range of environmental measurements,
there’s a Kestrel model built to fit your needs and your budget. Kestrel Weather &
Environmental Meters are relied upon by professionals who refuse to compromise
accuracy or reliability. Know your conditions whenever and wherever you are – from
the convenience of a simple, instantaneous wind reading to the power of advanced
calculations such as crosswind and relative air density. Charting, data-logging and wireless
Bluetooth® data transfer capabilities allow for in-depth analysis and solid record keeping.
The ultimate in rugged portability, Kestrel Weather & Environmental Meters are designed
and manufactured in the U.S.A. and backed by a 5-year warranty.
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What Makes a Kestrel
Replaceable impeller
snaps in without tools
(patented)

Temperature-corrected,
fast response humidity
chamber (patented)

Icons and multiple
languages built in
• Mil-STD-810G Drop-tested

Meter Unique?

Individual wind tunnel
calibration of each impeller
for +/- 3% accuracy

Large clear display

Backlight for
night-time
viewing

• IP67 Waterproof

Large surface area
impeller turns on
precision axle and
low-friction polymer
bearings (patented)

Individually calibratedCertificate of Conformity
provided FREE with
every unit

• 5-Year Warranty
• Made in the USA

Intuitive
keypad
navigation
*Includes non- US components
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NKhome.com

External thermally
isolated thermistor for
fast, accurate readings
(patented)

Optional Bluetooth®
wireless data transfer
capabilities for instant
transfer to PC or
Android platforms

Wide-range precision,
pressure sensor
LIGHT – just 3 ounces
SMALL – shown 95%
actual size

Hundreds of hours of use on 2
standard AAA batteries
PRODUCTS
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